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Find the Answers You Seek
Excel tool can help reconcile print-to-part discrepancies

AS THE QUALITY manager for a manu-

facturer of custom plastic extrusions, 

I frequently work with our customers’ 

design engineers to resolve the dimension-

al discrepancies between their product 

prints and our prototype samples. 

Signifi cant disparities—those affecting 

the fi t or function of the component—are 

resolved by modifying the tool or process 

from which the samples were produced. 

But incidental differences—those with no 

impact on the component’s performance—

are often resolved by modifying the prod-

uct print to match the samples. Microsoft 

Excel has a powerful tool called “Goal 

Seek” that makes this resolution a breeze.

New dimension
During a product’s development, custom-

ers typically order small lots of their new 

component for various evaluations. From 

these lots, a technician draws samples 

from the appropriate subgroups to con-

duct a dimensional analysis. 

When one of these characteristics mea-

sures outside the print specifi cation, we 

calculate its process capability. Then, using 

Goal Seek, we generate recommendations 

for a target and tolerance that match the 

characteristic’s natural process variation 

As a result of these studies, the design 

engineer can elect to modify the print 

specifi cation in one of the following ways: 

• Widen the tolerance, leaving the target 

the same.

• Shift the target, leaving the tolerance 

the same.

• Change the target and tolerance.

Given the dimensional data, a correctly 

formatted Excel spreadsheet using Goal 

Seek can derive the values for each of 

these options.

Putting it into practice
Consider an example in which sigma, 

potential capability (C
p
), upper potential 

capability (C
pu

), lower potential capability 

(C
pl
) and process capability (C

pk
) are cal-

culated using the standard formulas, and 

the desired C
pk

 is 1.33 (summary statistics 

and a histogram can be found online at 

www.qualityprogress.com).

A cursory review of the data and histo-

gram reveals a few basic observations:

 •  The characteristic displays a low C
pk

 given 

the tolerance of plus or minus 0.012.

• The curve is shifted positively, strad-

dling the upper specifi cation limit.

• The C
p
 is less than 1.33.

Considering the options for modifying 

the print specifi cations to achieve a C
pk

 

of 1.33, our dimension can be resolved by 

widening the print tolerance or by fi rst 

shifting the target to the characteristic’s 

mean, and then widening the tolerance. 

Because the C
p
 is below 1.33, shifting the 

target alone will not yield the desired C
pk

.

Goal Seek fi nds the value for an inde-

pendent variable in one cell so the formula 

for a dependant variable in another cell 

returns the desired result. To use Goal 

Seek in our application, fi rst construct a 

table where the independent variable is 

“tolerance range” and the dependant vari-

able of interest is “C
pk

.” Enter the target, 

x-bar and sigma values, and the formulas 

for the dependant variables. Leave the cell 

for the tolerance range blank. 

Then select Tools > Goal Seek from the 

fi le menu (in Excel 2007, select the Data 

tab, and in the Data Tools group, select 

What-If Analysis > Goal Seek). In the “set 

cell” box, enter the reference for the cell 

that contains the formula for the dependant 

variable (C
pk

). In the “to value” box, enter 

the target C
pk

 of 1.33. And in the “by chang-

ing cell” box, enter the reference for the cell 

that will contain the independent variable 

(tolerance range). Goal Seek will then 

calculate the necessary tolerance range to 

achieve the target C
pk

. In our application, 

the calculated tolerance range is 0.057.

By rounding up the calculated toler-

ance range to the next even signifi cant 

digit and dividing by two, you generate the 

lowest possible bilateral tolerance that 

yields the desired C
pk

. In our example, the 

tolerance is plus or minus 0.029.

Product engineers often prefer to mini-

mize the tolerance they give away. In such 

cases, shifting the target to the process 

mean before using Goal Seek to calculate 

the new tolerance can provide a viable 

solution. Wise engineers will validate any 

print changes with the appropriate testing. 

In our example, this technique yields a print 

specifi cation of 1.358, plus or minus 0.018.

With a little practice, Excel’s Goal Seek 

will prove to be a valuable addition to your 

quality and reliability toolbox.  QP
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A GOOD WAY TO EXCEL?
Have you found Goal Seek to be a useful quality tool? Is there an approach that 
has proven to be more effective? Leave your comments on this column’s page at 
www.qualityprogress.com or e-mail editor@asq.org.
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